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Multi-spot focusing by using composite spiral zone plates
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We present a flexible, simple, and cost effective approach for generating high-quality multiple focal spots
in the far field using composite spiral zone plates (SZPs), which serve as a synthesis of two SZPs with
different topological charges. By changing the topological charges of the SZPs can obtain different types of
multiple focal spots. The numerical solution, fabrication method, and experimental results are presented
to prove the capabilities of this approach.
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Optical vortices, i.e., light beams carrying phase sin-
gularities, have attracted significant interest for their
unique properties and wide range of potential wide
applications[1−3]. In particular, the superposition of two
vortex beams with different topological charges gener-
ates interesting light structures. These structures are
known by various names, such as Ferris wheels[4] and lin-
ear azimuthons[5]. Among these light structures, the op-
tical ring lattice is of particular interest[6]. The focal spot
of the optical ring lattice presents interesting phenomena,
such as multiple focal spots. This unique focal spot has
apparent applications in multifocus imaging[7], multiple
optical tweezers[8−10], rotating images[11−13], and micro
fabrication[14].

Driven by the application demands of multi-spot focus-
ing, various techniques have been proposed and demon-
strated for generating multi-spot focus. These tech-
niques include beam splitters to divide the beam into
multiple beams[15], phase modulation with a spatial light
modulator[16], microlens array[17], and the composite vec-
tor beam. Alternatively, diffractive optical elements
(DOEs) have emerged as a powerful method for gen-
erating optical vortices. DOEs can generate arbitrary
complex wavefronts, are low cost, and have simple ex-
perimental setup. This letter proposes a single-optical
element, termed composite spiral zone plates (CSZPs),
to generate high-quality multiple focal spots in the far
field. CSZPs serve as a synthesis of two spiral zone plates
(SZPs), which are a variation of the Fresnel zone plates
(FZPs) with different topological charges[18−20].

To elaborate the design method of CSZPs, we start
with investigating the field distribution at the focal plane
of a conventional SZP. A SZP is a FZP modified by an
addition of linear phase change lϕ along the angular co-
ordinate, where l is an integer and ϕ is the azimuthal
angle. In accordance with the Huygens’s principle, the
diffracted electromagnetic (EM) field of a FZP can be
derived from the EM field on the FZP’s plane. Thus, the
diffracted field can be read as

dE(r′, r) = [ds′ × E(r′)]

×
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where the dE(r′, r) is the diffracted field at r contributed
by the source at r′, the differential of the area ds is ori-
ented in the direction z, and E(r′) is the field at r′. The
EM field of an l order SZP on the SZPs plane could be
written as

Eszp = SZPl × E0, (2)

where SZPl stands for the transmission function of the
SZPs, and E0 is the EM field impinging on the SZPs.
The transmission function of an l order SZPs is
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where f is the focal length of the SZPs, ρ is the radial
coordinate in the polar coordinate system, λ is the wave-
length, and sgn is the sign function.

With the EM field on the SZP’s plane by hand, the
field distribution of the focal spot can be calculated di-
rectly. Here we calculate an l = 1 SZP with 1-cm diame-
ter and the 20-cm focal length, a laser beam with 355-nm
wavelength illuminates this SZP. The intensity (|E|2) and
phase of the EM field on the X − Y plane at the focal
plane of this SZP are shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), respec-
tively. The focal spot is evidently ring-shaped, with the
minimum at the center. The corresponding phase profile
is shown in Fig. 1(b), which is composed of a series of
concentric rings. Inside one ring, the phase changes when
the azimuth varies, and remains the same when the ra-
dius varies. For the l = 1 SZP, the amount of the phase
change along a circle inside one single ring equals 2π. An
abrupt π phase change occurs between the two adjacent
rings. Figures 1(a) and (b) show that the focal spot is
included in the first ring in Fig. 1(b). Thus, the focal
spot of a SZP is a spiral phased ring. This phenomenon
gives a clue on how to generate multiple focal spots by
the superposition of two spiral-phased rings with oppo-
site topological charges.
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Fig. 1. (a) Intensity and (b) phase distributions of the EM
field near the focus of l = 1 SZP; (c) intensity and (d) phase
distributions of the EM field near the focus of l = 3 CSZP.

The EM field of a spiral-phased focus of a SZP could
be written in general form as El(ρ, ϕ) = E(ρ) exp(ilϕ),
where ρ is the radius, and exp(ilϕ) stands for the spiral
phase. By the superposition of two spiral-phased focal
spots with topological charge +l and –l, the field distri-
bution of the superposition of the two spiral-phased focal
rings can be rewritten as

E(ρ, ϕ) = E(ρ)[exp(ilϕ) + exp(−ilϕ)]

= E(ρ)[2 cos(lϕ)], (4)

and the intensity is

I = |E|
2

= |E(ρ)|
2
× 4 cos2(lϕ). (5)

This intensity distribution represents an angular peri-
odical function with 2l knots and can be regarded as 2l
focal spots.

To generate two spiral-phased focal rings using DOEs,
we use an area-divided approach. The whole aperture
of this CSZP is divided into multiple sectors. Figures
2(b), (c), and (d) show the images of CSZPs generat-
ing 4, 6, and 8 focal spots, respectively. We divide the
whole aperture of a SZP into 16, 12, and 16 sectors, ac-
cordingly. According to our calculation, removing only
one sector of the SZP (this means the sector is opaque)
slightly affected the focal spot. The more sectors the
SZP is divided into, the less it affects the focal spot. In
other words, CSZP exhibits a high degree of fabrication
tolerances.

We design an optical element that generates two spiral-
phased rings. To do this, we number the sectors of a SZP
and remove half of the oddly or evenly numbered sectors
(either way does not affect the result). Our numerical
calculation shows that the focal spot is almost the same
as the original SZP, only with a decrease in intensity.
We then fill the removed part of the first SZP with an-
other SZP with an opposite topological charge, resulting
in CSZPs, as shown in Fig. 2.

As discussed above, the EM field on the CSZPs plane
can be written as

E = E0 × [SZPl × D + SZP−l × (1 − D)], (6)

where E0 stands for the EM field impinging on the
CSZPs and D represents a sector selection function.

Thus, when a sector of SZPs is selected to fit in the
CSZPs, D = 1. When this sector is not selected, D = 0,
which can be written in an explicit form:

D =
1 + sgn[sin(Nϕ

2 )]

2
, (7)

where ϕ is the angular coordinate in the polar coordi-
nate system and N is the number of sectors the SZPs are
divided into.

Figures 1(c) and (d) show the field intensity and phase
distributions of a CSZP to generate 6 focal spots. We are
interested in the phase distribution of the multiple focal
spots, which is like a cylindrical standing wave. The
phase inside each focal spot is a constant, and the phase
difference between two adjacent spots is π, indicating
that the EM field in two adjacent spots of the first ring
vibrates conversely.

To verify further the capabilities of the proposed
CSZPs, we fabricate CSZPs by using the conventional
microlithography technique. A layer of chromium was
deposited on the surface of the glass, spin-coated with
photoresist, and exposed by an E-beam writer (Applied
Materials Company). The photoresist is developed, and
the patterns on the photoresist are transferred to the
chromium layer by inductively coupled plasma etching.
In our proof-of-principle experiments, the focal length of
the CSZPs is 20 cm, and the diameter is 1 cm. The NA
of the CSZP is 0.025. The CSZP comprises 176 trans-
parent zones.

The microscopic images of the fabricated CSZPs are
shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) is a conventional +2 or-
der SZP that we use for comparison. Figure 2(b) is
designed to obtain 4 focal spots and is, thus, divided
into 16 sectors. Half of the sectors are filled with SZPs
with topological charge +2 and the other half sectors are
filled with SZPs with topological charge –2. Figures 2(c)
and (d) show the DOEs designed to obtain 6 and 8 focal
spots, respectively. The topological charges of the SZPs
in Fig. 2(c) are +3 and –3, whereas the charges are +4
and –4 in Fig. 2(d).

The experimental optical system is schematically il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. We use a 355-nm laser (DC50H-
35, Spectra-Physics) as the light source. An inverted

Fig. 2. Microscopic images of (a) a conventional SZPs and
CSPZs to generate (b) 4, (c) 6, and (d) 8 focal spots, respec-
tively.
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for optical CSZP demonstration.

Fig. 4. Focal spots of (a) a conventional l= 2 SZPs and CSZPs
designed to generate (b) 4, (c) 6, and (d) 8 spots, respectively.

telescope expands and collimates the laser beam. When
necessary, a neutral density (ND) filter is inserted to
weaken the power of the light. The pinhole in this tele-
scope is rather small. Thus, the light impinging on the
CSZP serves as a plane wave. The focal spot patterns
are captured by a charge coupled device (CCD, lumenera
LW230) camera through an 8× objective lens.

The experimentally measured images are shown in Fig.
4. Four, six, and eight focal spots are shown in Figs. 4(b),
(c), and (d), respectively. The field patterns shown in
Fig. 4(c) coincide well with the numerical results shown
in Fig. 1(c), proving the validity of the proposed CSZPs
in realizing multi-spot focusing and the feasibility of our
fabrication process. According to our calculation, the
diffraction efficiency of three CSZPs for 4, 6, and 8 foci
are 2.5%, 2.0%, and 1.8%, respectively. The intensity
variation of the foci for these CSZPs is less than 1%.

In conclusion, we propose a method that is capable
of generating multiple focal spots using a single-optical
element. The CSZPs are designed for the superposition

of two spiral-phased rings for the generation of multiple
focal spots. Both numerical and experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach. The
proposed CSZPs have various potential applications in
micromanipulation, multifocus imaging, lithography, etc.
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